Kansas Criminal Justice Information System (KCJIS) Committee
September 14, 2020, 1:30pm – 3:30pm
Online Meeting, Microsoft Teams
Approved

Committee Members in Attendance:
Moore, Leslie, KBI, Chair – Present
Burns-Wallace, DeAngela, Secretary KS DofA, Co-Chair - Present
Grassl, Brandy, APCO – Present
Sage, Bob, KACP – Present
Norris, Amber, KCDAA – Present
Douglas Hamilton, KADCCA –
O’Brien, Kelly, OJA -
Oehm, Jim, Capt KHP - Present
Soldan, Roger, Sheriff, KSA – Present
Sass, Harold, DOC -

Others in Attendance: David Marshall, Dir KCJIS; Don Cathey, Carla Boesker, LT Kenny Woods KHP; Joe Mandala, Nicole Hamm, KBI.

KCJIS Committee Call to Order:
The meeting was called to order by the Chair Leslie Moore.
Quorum Verified.
Guest(s): No Guests
Motion to accept committee minutes from July. Motion to approve the July minutes by Capt Oehm, Seconded by Chief Sage. Motion approved.

Business
Chair Report:
Leslie Moore – No report.

Treasury Report:
Chief Sage – Treasury has an ending balance of $2315.86 as of 14Sept2020. Leslie Moore mentioned that there was a refund request by Amy Johnson that was submitted this morning for the door prizes from the 2020 KCJIS Conference since we decide the prizes could be used next year.
Director Report:
David Marshall (Handout) – Update on activities since July meeting. Reminder that to meet KOMA requirements that the KCJIS agendas are published on the KCJIS website and KS Public Square website. Email blasts announcing the meetings are no longer being sent by Director Marshall.

COVID19 Update:
Sec. Burns-Wallace (Handout) – State level in a steady state of new normal activity but making sure people are being diligent about using VPN, cyber security, and watching pandemic fatigue. Looking long term 4-6 months on work and personnel issues. Reinforcing that is not normal, to be diligent on IT Security.

Annual Agency Updates:
Kansas Highway Patrol – Capt Jim Oehm, Don Cathey, Carla Boesker: KHP on pace to implement a new CAD/RMS called Smart Cop. As more information becomes available KHP will update the committee. Auditing and technical training classes difficult due to pandemic but working with Peak Performance (Launch Pad vendor) in developing modules for online training. 2020 is ORI validation year. Information sent out to agencies across the state to verify active law enforcement agencies. Joe Mandala, KBI recommends that the state start using and educating local agencies to use the KACIS system to verify agency ORI’s.

APCO/911 – Brandy Grassl: Working with the federal level to get public safety telecommunicators to be reclassified as first responders. 911 Coordinating Committee still moving forward with Rapid Deploy system. Working very well. APCO will be hosting their fall conference virtually. 2 full days Oct 5-7.

KS Sheriffs Association – Sheriff Soldan: Fall conference cancelled, but sheriffs having District meetings. January conference is still on. One of the biggest issues is inmates getting tested and the changing KDOC rules for testing.

KS Association of Chiefs of Police – Chief Sage: Most training move to online/virtual. Chief Sage to end his tenure with the FBI CJIS Advisory Policy Board (APB) working groups.

Sub-Committee Reports:
Don Cathey, KHP – Policy Subcommittee – FBI CJIS Policy 5.9 update. Request a motion to approve the 5.9 updates. Motion by Chief Sage to approve the updates. Seconded by Sheriff Soldan. Motion approved by the committee. Policy 5.9 will be posted and distributed.
Project Updates:
Leslie Moore, KBI – Scrap Metal Database – Scrap Metal Database is up and running. Dealers are reporting to the database daily. Law enforcement is encouraged to use the new database for scrap metal investigations. It is located on the KCJIS portal. KBI website has instructions on how to use the database.

Leslie Moore, KBI – Automated Biometric Identification System Update – Previously known as Automated Fingerprint Identification System, the ABIS RFP has been narrowed down to the top 2 respondents. KBI looking to review with in the week. Decision on ABIS vendor will be made very soon.

Joe Mandala, KBI – Law Enforcement Survey – LE technology survey purpose and data. Purpose is to gather data on mobile compatibility and devices for KCJIS. Mobile platforms local law enforcement is using and to support and what is the demand for mobile access to KCJIS. Data needed to show the KBI is meeting the needs of the customer currently and to plan strategically. So far received 96 respondents, 82 agencies, but 73% officer, 22% non-officer most were high ranking officers. Most respondents want the KCJIS portal to be mobile friendly. Most respondents stated their agencies issues a mobile device to them. Of those that have devices most use iPhones. A third of the respondents said their agencies allow them to use personal phone to do agency work. Joe to send the final results to the committee for review.

Joe Mandala, KBI – NLETS Update – Meeting last week and possible impacts to KCJIS. Looking at federating to the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC). Also looking at interstate sharing of information on hemp (agricultural crop) and possible interstate sharing of medical marijuana cards shared by states. Due to the complexity of the medical marijuana cards law enforcement will need to know in the future the validity of cards. Also, discussion on sharing of images between states, example scars, marks and tattoos. Lastly, NLETs is looking at partnering with Peak Performance to develop a NLETS certification module.

Committee Member Updates: 
None.

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 2:44 pm.

The next KCJIS Committee meeting will be November 9th. Venue (online or in-person TBD).